Synopsis:
The diverse and varied histories of the Caribbean have given rise to an eclectic architecture. Colonised by French, English, Dutch and Spanish settlers and inhabited by an ethnically mixed and diverse population, the architectural cultures of the different territories reveal a wide range of colonial and contemporary cultural influences and a compelling and challenging context for architectural and urban cultural production.

Whilst culturally diverse Caribbean cities still share many features and characteristics, most cities were generally developed from the ordinances set out in Laws of the Indies. Like many post colonial cities and cultures the emergence from the colonial and post colonial periods through the cipher of modernism presents architects with a particular and unique cultural context. The integration and assimilation of architectural culture has given rise to a diverse range of responses and models for both the urban and rural landscape.

The talk will present an overview of the history and context of contemporary Caribbean architecture, outlining the various historical narratives which inform the present strategies for contemporary production together with examples of some exciting contemporary works by architects from Spanish, Dutch, English and French speaking territories.
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